
AUTUMN
Inspiration for finding joy in the

everyday moments of the season.

celebrate



Hello!
 Autumn is really what sparked my love of all things festive. I

had recently started staying home with my two young boys,
after a move to a new state. I didn't have any friends in the
area and my husband was working longer hours at his new
job. I began looking for little things to celebrate and do to fill

our days. I found a passion for holidays, themes, traditions and
seasonal fun that I didn't know I had, and it brought new joy to

motherhood. 
 This guide was born out of that love for all things themed and
seasonal, and my passion for creating traditions and making

memories together as a family. 
I think that there is so much joy that can come from

celebrating and appreciating each and every season. This
practice of celebrating the season has helped me to be more

present, grateful and intentional in my life.  
After looking through this guide I hope you feel inspired. Inspired to
start a few new traditions, or to try a few new activities. Inspired to

slow down and make time for connecting with loved ones and
nature. Inspired to make time for some little magical moments. It is
not a checklist to be completed, and I hope it doesn't feel like more

things to-do. Celebrating AUTUMN is about looking for the things
that YOU love in the season and being intentional about making

the time to do them. 
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 There are so many fun days to celebrate
and activities to enjoy during Autumn! Of

course there are some big holidays--
Halloween, Veteran's Day and Thanksgiving,
but there are some really fun National days

that fall in Autumn as well. There are
several days that provide motivation to

spread a little kindness, as well as several
excuses to bake and enjoy a few goodies.
It doesn't matter if you're a coffee kind of

girl or prefer apple cider, there is a day for
both. These days can be a great way to

connect with others when you invite them
to join in the fun. 

Pick a few days that celebrate the things
you love and add them to the calendar. 
 Hopefully they provide an extra little spot

of joy in your week. 
 

AUTUMNDays to Celebrate  
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There are countless silly "holidays" to celebrate. I picked a few
that might appeal to lots of families. You can go to

www.nationaltoday.com to look for days you might enjoy, Or
search for favorite foods, hobbies, causes or careers that are

special to you, there's a good chance their is a day for it! 

AUTUMNDays to Celebrate  

September October
1- Homemade Cookie Day

3- Pumpkin Seed Day
6- Noodle Day

26- Pumpkin Day
30- Candy Corn Day

31- Halloween

November
5- Bonfire Day

6- Paper Airplane Day
9- Play Games w/ Family Day

11- Veteran's Day
13- World Kindness Day

18- Apple Cider Day
17- Take a HIke Day
24- Thanksgiving

December
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22- Fall Equinox
26- Johnny Appleseed

Day/Pancake Day
28- Good Neighbor Day

29- Coffee Day
30- Mulled Cider Day

8-Brownie Day
18- Bake Cookies Day



Fall is my very favorite season. I could make a really long
list of all the things that I love about Autumn. The weather,
the coziness, baked goods, hot drinks, the natural beauty
that abounds. What are your favorite things about this

time of year?
 

We love to create a list of our favorite activities and
traditions that we want to enjoy during the season, as

well as some fun new things to try. Our list helps us to be
more intentional about how we use or "extra time"

throughout the season. 
 

Your list should inspire you to be intentional without
making you feel guilty or overwhelmed. Curate a list of

things that your family would enjoy that would be
manageable given your day to day life. No one can do it
all, so pick what would be most enjoyable and doable for

your family. 

AUTUMNMemory Making and Connecting
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Play backyard football 
Visit a sunflower patch

Go apple Picking
Bake with Pumpkin

Make a craft with Leaves
Explore a new park
Carve a pumpkin
Sip apple cider

Have an outdoor movie night
Run a road race

Do a jigsaw puzzle
Jump in a pile of leaves

Bake a pie
Create a cozy fall playlist

Read under a tree
Sort candy

Go on a Muffin Picnic
Halloween Movie Night

 
 
 
 

Drive to look for fall foliage
Read a stack of Fall books

Visit a used book store
Make Homemade Pretzels

Enjoy a firepit fire
Start a tradition

Take a Family Photo
Go Trick or Treating

Make chili
Eat cider donuts

Visit the pumpkin patch
Cook with squash

Watch a football game
Make Chex Mix

Thank a veteran
Make a bird feeder

Hike a local trail
Watch the Macy's Day Parade
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AUTUMNActivity Ideas



We love to celebrate the arrival
of Autumn. You could make a

fall-inspired treat, play Fall
BINGO, go for a walk, read

Autumn books or toast the new
season with apple cider! It's also

a great time to create your
Autumn Joy List!

 
 

AUTUMN

Welcome Fall Party

This is one of our very favorite
Autumn traditions. We put on

jammies, take cups of cider and
walk the neighborhood to count
pumpkins on porches. It's fun to
see which house has the most

pumpkins!
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Family Traditions

Pu,mpkin Walk

Fall often provides the perfect opportunities for spending
time together with family and friends. Here are some of

our favorite ways to make memories and enjoy time
together.



Outdoor Movie Night
We often get our first snow
in Autumn, and we like to

celebrate the arrival of the
first magical flurries. We

usually eat white
foods...like popcorn, string
cheese, powdered donuts,

and marshmallows. You
can read a book about

snow or go for a walk in the
snow.
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AUTUMNFamily Traditions
1st Snow Festival

There is something special
about getting cozy and

watching a movie outside.
You can use a projector,

bring out a TV to set up or
just watch on a

laptop/tablet. Add a few
fun snacks, drinks and

twinkle lights to take it to
the next level.



A fun way to capture
memories, take some

costume pictures before
Halloween. I love to do this

because we can go to a
location that fits the

costume, and I don't have to
worry about getting a good
picture in the middle of the

festivities.

Does your family enjoy
a little friendly
competition?

Coordinate a little
turkey trot around the
block before the main
event of a meal. Pick a

time, map a course and
encourage everyone to

get moving!

This is a fun Halloween
tradition that works for a fun
lunch, dinner or snack tray.

Pile on all the black and
orange foods you can find.

Carrots, olives, cheese...there
are a lot to choose from.

Add a jack-o-lantern burger
to make it a full meal deal.

 
 Costume Photo Shoot
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AUTUMN
Family Traditions

Family Turkey TrotBlack and Orange Dinner



Pair a stack of holiday books with a
few festive treats and then cozy up

and spend some time reading!

We love to watch A Charlie Brown
Thanksgiving and enjoy all their

Thanksgiving feast foods: popcorn, toast,
jelly beans and pretzels!

 

Holiday Book Picnics
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AUTUMN
Family Traditions

A charlie Brown Thanksgiving Feast



AUTUMN
This homemade playdough

smells delicious and is so fun to
play with. It is a perfect

Thanksgiving day activity. Make a
couple batches, and bring along
pipe cleaners, googly eyes and
feathers so the kids can make

playdough pumpkins!
Here's a recipe to try:

1 C flour
1/2 C salt

1 TB cream of tartar
1 TB pumpkin pie spice

1 TB oil 
1 C water + red/yellow food

coloring
Stir ingredients together in a
sauce pan on med heat until

dough forms a ball, then knead. 
Optional: 1 tsp cinnamon or vanilla

extract 
 
 
 
 

We love to draw a city in
chalk in the Fall. Draw all
the buildings you would
want in a city and add a

road connecting them all.
Then pull out the toy cars

and let the play begin.

9

activities
Pumpkin Spice Playdough Chalk City
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A Gratitude Album

Set aside a night to write
notes/draw pictures for the
people in your life that you

are thankful for. 

Use a pumpkin (real or
fake) to record what
each person in the

family is Thankful for
each night in

November. Write the
items on the pumpkin

with a permanent
marker.

Gratitude pumpkin
Take a picture of something

you are thankful for each
day in November. Create an

album on your phone, or
print them out and create a

collage to display on
Thanksgiving.

 
 

"Thankful for you" Notes
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AUTUMNGratitude Activities

Gratitude prompts
Use daily gratitude prompts

at dinner to get the
conversation started about

different things you are
thankful for.



AUTUMNour 
joy list



Visit a winery
Invite a friend to coffee

Decorate a front porch/door
Give yourself a Fall Manicure

Read a cozy Fall book
Try a new soup recipe

Start a gratitude practice
 Sip a fall inspired drink

Buy a mum
Play Upwords

Make a pumpkin vase with flowers
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AUTUMNMamaJoy List Ideas 



AUTUMNmy
joy list



Pumpkin Town by Katie McKy
Too Many Pumpkins by Linda White

Hello Fall by Deborah Diesen
Goodbye Summer, Hello Autumn by Kenard Pak
The Squirrels Who Squabbled by Rachel Bright

When the Leaf Blew in by Steven Metzger
In the Middle of Fall by Kevin Henkes

Bella's Fall Coat by Lynn Plourde
Sophie's Squash by Pat Zietlow Miller

Johnny Appleseed by Lori Haskins Houran
The Apple Cake by Nienke Hichtum

In November by Cynthia Rylant
Bear Has a Story to Tell by Phillip C Stead

The Little Yellow Leaf by Carin Berger
The Fox and the Falling Leaves by Julia Rawlson

We're Going on a Leaf Hunt by Steve Metzger
Hello Pumpkin by MaryAnn Cocca-Leffler

Let it Fall by MaryAnn Cocca-Leffler
Pumpkin Soup by Helen Cooper

Applesauce Day by Lisa J Amstutz
How to Make a Pie and See the World by Marjorie Priceman

Leaves by David Ezra Stein
Fall Walk by Virgina Brimhall Snow
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Here is a printable book list of our favorite Autumn reads to
make your library search, or places books on hold easier!
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AUTUMNprintable book list
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AUTUMN
books 
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AUTUMN
books 



It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown by Charles Schulz
Click, Clack, Boo by Doreen Cronin
Pumpkin Trouble by Jan Thomas

Eenie Meanie Halloweenie by Susan Eaddy
The Good, the Bad and the Spooky by Jory John

Room on the Broom by Julia Donaldson
The Little Kitten by Nicola Killen

Little Blue Truck's Halloween by Alice Schertle
10 Trick or Treaters by Janet Schulman

It's Pumpkin Day Mouse by Laura Numeroff & Felicia Bond
Pumpkin Jack by Will Hubbell

The Biggest Pumpkin Surprise Ever by Steven Kroll
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HALLOWEENprintable book list
Our style of Halloween books is definitely more sweet than

spooky. Here is a list of our favorite Halloween Books.  
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HALLOWEEN
books 
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THANKSGIVING
printable book list

Bear Says Thanks by Karma Wilson
The Great Thanksgiving Escape by Mark Fearing

Thank You, Sarah by Laurie Halse Anderson
Sharing the Bread by Pat Zietlow Miller & Jill McElmurry

Porcupine's Pie by Laura Renauld
Thanksgiving in the Woods by Phyllis Alsdurf

Thankful by Eileen Spinelli
A Turkey for Thanksgiving by Eve Bunting

Balloons Over Broadway by Melissa Sweet
Thanksgiving is Here by Diane Goode

Thanksgiving Day Thanks by Laura Malone Elliott
T is for Thankful by Greg Paprocki

You're My Little Pumpkin Pie by Natalie Marshall
 
 

Here are our favorite books about celebrating Thanksgiving
and being grateful. I did not include historical books in this

group, but there are some good ones out there!
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THANKSGIVING
books 



Acorn Cookies

21

Make little acorn cookies by
combining Hershey Kisses, mini
vanilla wafers or Nutter butter

bites and mini chocolate chips.
This little treat has lots of jobs

little fingers can help with!
Unwrap the kisses and attach

the cookie tops using a little bit
of peanut butter or melted
chocolate. (If you are using
Nutter butter bites you can

press the kiss into the cookie
center. Then attach the mini

chocolate chip to the top with
the pb or melted chocolate.
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AUTUMNfestive 
eats

Trail Mix Bar
A Trail Mix bar is perfect for a

Fall gathering or National Take
a Hike Day! Gather all your

favorite trail mix fixins' and set
them out individually. (You can

do it pot luck style and have
everyone sign up to bring an
item or two.) Then everyone

can create a trail mix with their
favorite ingredients!

Here are some popular
ingredients:

nuts
dried fruit
dry cereal

pretzels
goldfish/cheese crackers

marshmallows
chocolate chips- white or milk 

peanut butter chips
mini candies

 
 



Caramel Apple Nachos

22

After several failed attempts at
caramel apples, these caramel
apple nachos are our favorite

way to enjoy this fall treat. They
are super easy and you can
customize them to individual
tastes! Slice your apples and
then drizzle with caramel. You

can make homemade caramel
or just melt store bought

candies. Then sprinkle with your
favorite toppings...nuts,

chocolate chips, or candy
pieces are all great!
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AUTUMNfestive 
eats

Pumpkin Patch Brownies
Dress up your favorite brownie
recipe and give it a festive spin

by adding candy corn
pumpkins, leaf sprinkle and

green icing vines. If your feeling
extra festive add a little

pumpkin patch sign made out
of popsicle sticks!



Jack-O-Lantern Burgers

23

This a festive spin on a traditional cheeseburger that I
grew up with! Take your sliced cheese that you will add
to your hamburger and using a pairing knife cut a jack-
o-lantern face into it. Then melt on your burger for the
perfect Halloween meal. You can serve it with Boo-nilla

shakes by adding whip cream and candy eyes to a
vanilla shake.
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AUTUMNfestive 
eats

Turkey Pancakes
Turn pancakes into a extra

special affair by making
them into a turkey. You can
use a variety of things...You
can use apple slices for the

feathers, candy eyes or
chocolate chips for the

eyes, and cut up bacon for
a beak and legs. Layer a

smaller pancake on top of a
bigger pancake and then
assemble all the parts to

look like a turkey!



Coffee Invite

Pumpkin or Mum Drop

24

Invite someone to coffee to reconnect or get to
know them better. It's a simple way to make

people feel seen and loved.
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Drop off a pumpkin or mum to
a friend or neighbor who might

enjoy a touch of Fall on their
porch. A great way to spread
Autumn cheer. You could also

check with a local nursing
home to see if they have any
residents that might enjoy a

delivery.

AUTUMNkindness

Volunteer
Serve at a local homeless

shelter or community
Thanksgiving meal.



Autumn has some of my very favorite Feast
Days! Of course I can't include them all, but I

want to share the days that we enjoy
celebrating and some of our traditions. 

 
Celebrating a Feast day can be as simple
adding a prayer for intercession from the

Saint, or reading about their life. If you want to
do more you can add a meal or treat that is
connected to the Saint. If you are looking for
inspiration for a particular Saint consider a

dish that is traditional to their country of origin
or tied to their patronage. Pinterest can be a
great source of inspiration if you are looking

for a fun way to celebrate the Feast of a
particular Saint. 

 
I've also included the monthly devotion for

each month and a few possible activities that
go along with the devotion.
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AUTUMNliturgical living 



Feast Days
29- Michealmas

- Learn about the 7 sorrows of Mary and eat sour candy
-Pray for all the people in your life that have suffered
difficult sorrows this year. Light a candle at church for
their intention, send a card or flowers to let them know

you are thinking about them.

SEPTEMBER
The 7 sorrows of Mary
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AUTUMN
liturgical living 

The feast of the Archangels, also know
as Michaelmas celebrates St. Michael,

St. Raphael and St. Gabriel. 
Some ways to celebrate:

Learn about the Archangels 
Pray the Prayer to St. Michael

Serve Angel Hair Pasta
Make a blackberry dish- There is a
legend that when St. Michael threw
Satan out of Heaven he landed in a

blackberry bush.



1- Therese of Lisieux
2- Feast of the Guardian Angels

pray the guardian angel prayer
 serve angel food cake

4- St. Francis of Assisi
Enjoy animal crackers

make a bird feeder

18- St. Luke
22- St. John Paul II

 

OCTOBER

Feast Days

The Holy Rosary
- Invite friends/family over to enjoy fellowship

and pray the Rosary
-Learn the mysteries of the Rosary
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AUTUMN
liturgical living 



NOVEMBER

Feast Days

Poor Souls of Pourgatory

1- All Saints Day
2- All Souls Day

20- Feast of Christ the King (2022 date)

- Add "May the souls of the dearly departed, rest
in peace" to your meal prayer

Complete the All Souls Day indulgence
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27- First Sunday of Advent

AUTUMN
liturgical living 



ALL SAINT'S DAY
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AUTUMNFeast Day Celebrations

ALL SOULS DAY

All Saint's Day and All Soul's are two of my favorite feast
days to celebrate. I love that they are a celebration of all

those who have gone before us!

 

There are lots of fun ways to
celebrate this beautiful feast! 

Here are some ideas:
-Host a playdate/family potluck

and invite families to bring a dish
inspired by a Saint.

-Decorate with any Saint books,
prayer cards or peg dolls you

might have.
-Enjoy "golden halo donuts" by

sprinkling gold sprinkles on gazed
donuts.

Pray/listen to a Litany of Saints
-Create a family Litany for the year
by each picking a new Saint for the

year.
 

Here are some ideas for
celebrating the All Soul's Day:

-Attend Mass and offer it for the
souls in purgatory.

-Visit a cemetery and pray for
those buried there, place flowers

on their graves.
-Make traditional soul cakes.

-Decorate with pictures of your
deceased loved ones.

 



DECEMBER

Feast Days

The Coming of Jesus

6- St. Nicholas
8- Immacualte Conception

10- Our Lady of Loreto
12-Our Lady of Guadalupe

13- St. Lucy
 

- Celebrate Advent
-Light advent candles in an advent wreath.

-Start a new advent family devotion such as the
Jesse Tree, O Antiphons or an Advent devotional

-Display a nativity scene in your home 
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AUTUMN
liturgical living 



ST. NICHOLAS
A extra fun day for kids!
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AUTUMNFeast Day Celebrations
ST. LUCY

A very popular feast day in
Sweden.

 
OUR LADY OF LORETO

-Learn about St. Nicholas
-Have your kids leave their shoes by
the back door the night of Dec. 5th

and have St. Nicholas fill them with a
few small goodies!

-Learn about St. Nicholas traditions
around the world.

-Learn about St. Lucy
-Decorate with candles as Lucy

means light.
-Learn about the history and
traditions of St. Lucia day in

Sweden.
-Enjoy cinnamon rolls or other

sweet buns.
-If your feeling extra festive

deliver some to friends.A lesser known feast day, but it is the
perfect day to build gingerbread

houses after learning about the history
and mystery of the House of Loreto!


